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ABSTRACT 

To estimate the aggressivity of vehicles in frontal crashes, national highway traffic safety administration (NHTSA) has 
introduced the driver fatality ratio, DFR, for different vehicle-to-vehicle categories. The DFR proposed by NHTSA is 
based on the actual crash statistical data, which makes it difficult to evaluate for other vehicle categories newly intro-
duced to the market, as they do not have sufficient crash statistics. A finite element (FE) methodology is proposed in 
this study based on computational reconstruction of crashes and some objective measures to predict the relative risk of 
DFR associated with any vehicle-to-vehicle crash. The suggested objective measures include the ratios of maximum 
intrusion in the passenger compartments of the vehicles in crash, and the transmitted peak deceleration of the vehicles’ 
center of gravity, which are identified as the main influencing parameters on occupant injury. The suitability of the 
proposed method is established for a range of bullet light truck and van (LTV) categories against a small target passen- 
ger car with published data by NHTSA. A mathematical relation between the objective measures and DFR is then de- 
veloped. The methodology is then extended to predict the relative risk of DFR for a crossover category vehicle, a light 
pick-up truck, and a mid-size car in crash against a small size passenger car. It is observed that the ratio of intrusions 
produces a reasonable estimate for the DFR, and that it can be utilized in predicting the relative risk of fatality ratios in 
head-on collisions. The FE methodology proposed in this study can be utilized in design process of a vehicle to reduce 
the aggressivity of the vehicle and to increase the on-road fleet compatibility in order to reduce the occupant injury out- 
come. 
 
Keywords: Finite Element Modeling; Driver Fatality Ratio; Aggressive Crash; Head-On Collisions; Passenger  
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1. Introduction 

Light trucks and vans (LTVs) account for one-third of all 
passenger cars in United States. Over 50% of vehicle ac- 
cidents occur between LTVs and cars, out of which 81% 
of fatal injuries are in passenger cars [1]. This is due to 
the fact that LTVs and passenger cars are incompatible in 
road accidents, and LTVs are more aggressive compared 
to passenger cars [1-3]. 

Compatibility of a vehicle is a combination of its crash 
worthiness and aggressivity with other on-road vehicles. 
Crashworthiness is capability of a vehicle to protect its 
occupants involved in a crash where as aggressivity is a 
measure of how dangerous a vehicle can be in injuring 
occupants of the other vehicle involved in a collision. It  
is known that the ideal compatibility scenario is achieved 

only when the crash energy is shared equally between 
two cars involved in an accident [2,4]. This is only pos- 
sible between two vehicles where they have identical 
load paths, stiffness and mass. These similarities result in 
lower cabin intrusions and identical decelerations and sub- 
sequently low injury potential to the occupants of each ve- 
hicle. An incompatible collision leads to a quite high in- 
jury potential to the occupant in relatively smaller vehicle. 

Summers et al. [5] introduced a statistical measure 
called as “aggressivity metric” (AM), and calculated for 
individual vehicle categories in different impact con- 
figurations. This metric implies how aggressive a par-
ticular type of LTV is when compared to passenger car 
which is given based on statistical data collected by fa-
tality analysis reporting system (FARS) and general es-
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timates system (GES). They also conducted a number of 
experimental crash tests to investigate a relation between 
aggressivity metric and weight of and ride height of the 
car. It is found out that aggressivity metric will vary ac-
cording to the vehicle design parameters such as weight, 
ride height, and structural stiffness of the vehicle [6,7]. 

An approach was proposed by Gabler et al. [6] to 
evaluate aggressivity of a car as: 

Fatalities in collision partner
Aggressivity

Registration of subject vehicle
    (1) 

Normalization is done to prevent from penalizing ve-
hicles with high registrations. The fatalities in the subject 
vehicles are only taken for two vehicle crashes, where 
both vehicles are either a car or an LTV. Using this 
method and the evaluating statistics, it was found out that 
the LTVs are twice more aggressive than the passenger 
cars and absorb less crash energy than the other vehicle 
contributed in a crash [2]. 

On the other hand, accidents are dependent on the 
drivers’ behavior, and generally aggressive drivers are 
prone to more accidents when compared to less aggres-
sive drivers. Considering this point, a new metric was 
proposed [6], where the total number of fatalities in the 
collision was normalized by number of crashes in which 
the subject vehicle was involved as: 

Fatalities in collision partner
Aggressivity

Number of crashes of subject vehicle
 (2) 

The aggressivity metric for different vehicle crashes is 
shown in Figure 1(a) for combined impact modes; i.e., 
frontal, rear, and side impact [8]. It shows that the large 
van is the most aggressive vehicle and the subcompact 
car is the least aggressive vehicle. AM for some vehicle 
crashes in frontal impact is shown in Figure 1(b), in 
which it can be interpreted that large pickup category 
vehicles have the AM of 0.069 which is more than that of 
mid-size cars with the AM of 0.011. 

Aggressivity metrics are based on vehicle categories 
and depend on statistics, when one vehicle impacts any 
other vehicle in a specific impact mode. It is often desir-
able to have aggressivity metric for specific vehicle cate-
gory-to-category which will assist in understanding the 
compatibility issues between specific vehicle categories. 
The aggressivity metric when calculated for specific ve-
hicle category-to-category has not produced reliable data. 
Instead, NHTSA introduced the driver fatality ratio (DFR) 
based on statistics reported by FARS for specific vehicle 
category-to-category for different impact modes [8]. DFR 
values have been quite reliable and were only calculated 
for vehicles manufactured after 1990. In calculating the 
driver fatality ratio, driver age has also been taken into 
consideration; drivers with age less than 25 and greater 
than 55 were eliminated in calculation. Figure 2 shows 

the DFR against passenger car in frontal impact configu-
ration [8]. 

The DFR proposed by NHTSA is based on the actual 
crash statistical data between specific vehicle category- 
to-category crashes. In addition, there are differences be- 
tween the mass, geometry, and stiffness of the different 
vehicles in each category. This makes it difficult to eva- 
luate or use it for other vehicle categories newly intro-
duced to the market, as they do not have sufficient crash 
statistics. In addition, there are not enough data for all 
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Figure 2. DFR of LTVs in frontal impacts against a passen-
ger car [8]. 
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gory-to-category crashes to predict the DFR 

d technology is vastly dependent 

ing to the insurance institute for highway safety, 
II

vehicle cate the firewall, the footwell, and the A-pillar. The intrusion 
ratios are averaged to come up with an estimate of the 
DFR. Due to the design specification of each car, some 
parts might be in the loading path of the crash (stiff part, 
less deformation) or be as an energy absorbing part (less 
stiff part, more deformation). In such cases, when due to 
the geometric incompatibility, one of the ratios is not in 
the same ball park as the other two (more than double or 
less than half), that ratio is considered as unreliable esti-
mate and eliminated from the average intrusion ratio for 
DFR estimation. Along with these, the ratio of left seat 
and right seat decelerations are also measured represent-
ing the transmitted deceleration on each car’s occupant. 
The average ratio of intrusion and deceleration are cal-
culated using the ratios at each point of both cars as: 

for them. Furthermore, due to lack of a unique procedure 
and baseline for the actual test of DFR evaluation, it is 
not possible to differentiate the DFR between different 
cars of each category. The computational finite element 
methodology introduced in this study can be utilized to 
estimate the DFR for each specific vehicle-to-vehicle 
crashes. 

2. Methodology 

Today’s engineering an
on computational tools. A finite element methodology is 
proposed in this study based on computational recon-
struction of crashes and objective measures to predict the 
DFR associated with vehicle-to-vehicle crashes. The sug- 
gested objective measures include the ratios of maximum 
permanent intrusions in the passenger compartments of 
the vehicles in crash, and the transmitted peak decelera- 
tions of the vehicles’ center of gravity, which are identi- 
fied as the main influencing parameters on occupant in- 
jury [9]. 

Accord
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HS, the passenger compartment should keep its shape 
in the event of a crash. The passenger compartment in-
trusions are measured at different parts which are crucial 
in determination of the injury to the occupants [9-11], as 
shown in Figure 3. The instrument panel, roof pillars, 
pedals and floor panels should not be deformed exces-
sively inwards, where they are more likely to injure the 
occupants. The measurements used by the IIHS represent 
the residual movement (pre-crash/post-crash difference) 
of interior structures in front of the driver dummy. In this 
study, for each vehicle utilized in a computational acci-
dent reconstruction, the residual intrusions (after crash) 
are measured at three different areas of each car, namely  

where BI  and TI  are the permanent intrusions in each 
of three locations of bullet and target vehicles respec-
tively, Max.BD  and Max.T  are the decelerations in right 
and left seats of bullet and target vehicles’ center of grav-
ity. These ratios are subsequently compared with the sta-
tistical values for validation or substantiation. With the 
same methodology followed by Moradi et al. [9], the 
criterion is then used to predict the driver fatality ratio of 
bullet car with respect to target car, 

D

B
TDFR , for each 

vehicle-to-vehicle crashas: 

  B
TDFR IR DR                 (5) 
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Figure 3. (a) IIHS guidelines for rating occupant compartment intrusion (cm) at (b) different locations according to IIHS.      
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n which I   and   are some unknown weight fac- frontal impact. The speed was considered as it isthe on
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3. Results and Discussions 

osed Method 

Dyna 

e 
rs of the p senger compartment intrusion and trans-

mitted deceleration of the vehicle center of gravity. 
In this methodology, validated finite element models 

of all bullet and target cars from national crash analysis 
center (NCAC) are utilized [12]. LS-DYNA explicit code 
is utilized to construct and solve the non-linear contact 
problem while Hypermesh and LS-Prepost are the pre- 
and post-processing tools to create the crash scenarios 
and extract the results. Initial and boundary conditions 
are defined for each case, and the appropriate contact 
definitions are set to detect and apply the impact contact 
forces to participating components. Required controls are 
defined to control the stability of the finite element prob-
lem and time step are set small enough to capture all im-
pact events. 

In all crash simulations of this study, target car is held 
identical and bullet car is varied. Dodge-Neon is selected 
to represent a target passenger car, while Chevy-S10 as a 
compact pick-up, Dodge-Grand Caravan as a minivan, 
Ford-Explorer as a sports utility vehicle, Ford-F250 as a 
full size pick-up, and Ford-Econoline as a full size van 
are utilized as bullet vehicles. The methodology for in-
trusion results extraction and energy absorption com-
parisons between vehicles are quite similar to what was 
found in literature [13]. Figure 4 shows the FE models 
selected to represent different vehicle categories. 

3.1. Substantiation of the Prop

A series of virtual crash tests are conducted in LS-
by having an identical target car, and varying the bullet 
cars representing a range of LTV’s, where both vehicles 
travelling at a speed of 35mph and having full width 

in the federal motor vehicle safety standard (FMVSS) 
208 for frontal impact tests of cars. Figure 5 shows the 
snapshots of virtual crash tests between passenger car 
and LTVs. Intrusions and decelerations are measured in 
each case and are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the 
intrusion and deceleration ratios and their averages. 

In the crash scenario of Chevy-S10 and Dodge-Neon, 
th

 

e weight ratio of Chevy-S10 to Dodge-Neon is 0.8:1, 
but the high intrusions in Neon indicate that S10 is stiffer 
than the Neon. The difference in the frontal geometry of 
two cars results in application of different load paths on 
each other, which leads to geometric incompatibility. The 
firewall, foot-well, A-pillar intrusion ratios are 1:2.5, 
1:2.4, 1:2.5 respectively which are almost the same as the 
statistical DFR of 1:2.6. The left and right seat decelera-
tions are: 1.2:1, 1.3:1, which do not have similar values 
compared with the DFR of 1:2.6 but inversely relates 
with the mass ratio of 0.8:1 according to Newton’s law. 

For crash scenario of Dodge-Grand Caravan colliding 
against Dodge-Neon, the weight ratio of the Caravan to 
Neon is 1.5:1. Geometrical incompatibility results in high 
intrusions in the passenger car compared to the minivan. 
The hood and engine compartment of minivan are de-
signed in such a way that it exposes the firewall during 
crash, which leads to high firewall intrusions in minivan 
than passenger car with a ratio of 1.3:1 which deviates 
from the statistical DFR of 1:2.6. The ratio of foot-well 
intrusion, A-pillar intrusion, left and right seat decelera-
tions of 1:2.6, 1:2.4, 1:2.5, 1:2.4 respectively are almost 
analogous to the statistical DFR of 1:2.6. 

In the case of Ford-Explorer and Dodge-Neon, the 
weight ratio and the DFR are 1.7:1 and 1:4.3 respectively. 
The left and right seat deceleration ratio and foot-well 
ratio does not have similar values compared with DFR.  

Chevy-S10 

Dodge-Caravan

Ford-Explorer

Ford -F250

Ford-Econoline 

Dodge-Neon

35 mph35 mph

 

Figure 4. FE models selected to represent different vehicle categories. 
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(a) (Dodge-Neon)/(Chevy-S10) (b) (Dodge-Neon)/(Dodge-Caravan) 

(c) (Dodge-Neon)/(Ford-Explorer)  (d) (Dodge-Neon)/(Ford-F250)  

(f) (Dodge-Neon)/(Ford-Econoline)   

Figure 5. Virtual crash simulations of passenger car against different LTVs. 
 

Table 1. Summary of Intrusions and accelerations for different vehicle combinations. 

Intrusion (mm) Deceleration (G) 
Vehicle category 

Firewall A-pillar Left seat Footwell Right seat 

Chevrolet-S10—Dodge-Neon 53 - 130 43 - 104 17 - 44 223 - 186 212 - 159 

Dodge-Caravan—Dodge-Neon 234 -

31 -

116 -

eon 290 - 448 -

 175 48 - 128 30 - 68 126 - 319 100 - 236 

Ford-Explorer—Dodge-Neon 53 - 226 18 - 205  130 37 - 578 54 - 384 

Ford-F250—Dodge-Neon  152 23 - 146 13 - 156 62 - 263 45 - 228 

Ford-Econoline—Dodge-N 25 - 152 31 - 184 24 - 141  1802  1972 

 
Table 2. Summary of ratios of objective measures in comparison with DFR for different vehicle combinations. 

Intrusion Ratio (IR) Deceleration Ratio (DR) 
Vehicle category 

DFR  
(s  Fire-wall Foot-w FR Estimate Left seat

Weight ratio
tatistics) ell A-pillar D Right seat Average 

Chevrolet-S10—Dodge-Neon 1:2.6 8:1 1:5 1:2.4 1:2.5 1:2.5 1:0.8 1:0.7 1:0.8 0.

Dodge-Caravan—Dodge-Neon 1:2.6 1.

eon 

3:1 1:2.6 1:2.4 1:2.5 1:2.5 1:2.4 1:2.4 1.5:1 

Ford-Explorer—Dodge-Neon 1:4.3 1:4.3 1:11 1:4.2 1:4.2 1:15 1:7.0 1:11 1.7:1 

Ford-F250—Dodge-Neon 1:6.2 1:1.3 1:6.3 1:12 1:6.3 1:4.3 1:5.1 1:4.7 2.3:1 

Ford-Econoline—Dodge-N 1:6.0 1:6.1 1:6.0 1:5.9 1:6.0 1:6.2 1:4.4 1:5.3 1.6:1 

 
The firewall and driver side A-pillar ratio of 1:4.3 and 

 of Ford-F250 representing a 
ful

stiffness of the F250 compared to Neon, F250 will force 

rence in 
th

1:4.2 respectively are in reasonable agreement with the 
statistical DFR of 1:4.3, while footwell intrusion ratio 
deviates from the DFR. 

In the crash scenario
l-size pick-up and Dodge-Neon, the weight ratio and 

the DFR are 2.3:1 and 1:6.2 respectively. The high dif-
ference in ride height results in the under-ride of the pas-
senger car into the full-size pick-up. Due to the higher 

Neon to absorb bulk of the crash energy. These three 
incompatibilities will result in fatal injuries to the occu-
pants in the passenger car. The average of the firewall, 
driver side A-pillar, and foot-well intrusion ratios have 
similar values compared with the DFR number. 

In the case of Ford-Econoline representing a full-size 
van impacting the Dodge-Neon, the huge diffe

e ride height will definitely lead to under-ride of the 
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smaller car into the full-size van initially. The weight 
ratio is 1.6:1 and the left and right seat deceleration ra-
tiosslightly differ from DFR. The firewall, foot-well and 
driver side A-pillar intrusions ratios of 1:6.1, 1:6.0 and 
1:5.9 respectively are in a quite reasonable agreement 
with DFR of 1:6.0. 

From Table 2, it is evident that deceleration ratios of 
the vehicles involved in a collision are not linearly re-
lated to the statistical DFR. Obviously, with increase in 
weight of the vehicle, the stiffness incompatibility be- 
tween vehicles also increases, which in turn shows its 
effect on intrusion ratios. The average intrusion ratios at 
firewall, foot-well and A-pillar are in correlation with the 
DFR. Using Equation (5) and the results from these 
analysis, it can be inferred that in DFR calculation, the 
influence of   is negligible. Re-writing of the Equation 
(5) yields: 

BDFR IR                 (6) AvgT

3.2. Application of the Proposed Method 

Once the proposed methodology and evaluating the im-
pact of incompatibilities on DFR are substantiated, three 
vehicles are selected to be evaluated with this methodol-
ogy for DFR. The vehicles are Toyota-Rav4 representing 
a compact SUV, Chevy-C1500 representing a light duty 
truck category, and a Ford-Taurus representing a mid- 
size passenger car. The virtual crash tests of these vehi-
cles against Dodge-Neon are depicted in Figure 6. Table 
3 shows the intrusions and decelerations measured and 
Table 4 shows the ratios of these objective measures. 

In the crash scenario of Toyota-Rav4 and Dodge-Neon, 
the weight ratio of Rav4/Neon is 1.2:1 and ride height of 
Rav4 to Neon is in the ratio of 2:1. The intrusion ratio at 
firewall is 1:1.6, whereas the foot-well intrusion ratio is 
1:1.7; driver side A-pillar intrusion ratio is 1:1.7. The 
deceleration ratios at left and right seat are 1:3.6 and 
1:2.6 respectively. 

 

(b) (Dodge-Neon)/ (Chevy-C1500)  

(c) (Dodge-Neon)/ (Ford-Taurus)  

(a) (Dodge-Neon)/ (Toyota-Rav4)  

 

Figure 6. Virtual crash simulations of passenger car against Rav4, C1500 and Taurus. 
 

Ta n. 

n (G) 

ble 3. Summary of Intrusions and accelerations for Rav4, C1500 and Taurus against Neo

Intrusion (mm) Deceleratio
V

Firewall A-pillar Left seat 
ehicle category 

Footwell Right seat 

Toyo eon ta-Rav4—Dodge-N 127 - 199 85 - 148 64 - 112 78 - 290 107 - 273 

Chevr

1 2

olet-C1500—Dodge-Neon 70 - 190 5 - 192 66 - 180 55 - 187 74 - 173 

Ford-Taurus—Dodge-Neon 87 - 193 57 - 132 12 - 113 21 - 1246 26 - 1097 

 
Table ive mea ompar  DFR , C150 us aga4. Summary of ratios of object sures in c ison with for Rav4 0 and Taur inst Neon. 

Intrusion Ratio (IR) Deceleration Ratio (DR) 
Vehicle category Weight ratio

DFR 

Fire-wall Average Lef ge 
Estimate

Foot-well A-pillar t seat Right seat Avera

Toyo eon ta-Rav4—Dodge-N 1:1.6 1:1.7 1:1.7 1:1.7 1:3.6 1:2.6 1:3.1 1.2 :1 1:1.7 

C  

Ford-Taurus—Dodge-Neon 1:2.2 1:2.3 1:9.4 1:2.3 1:4.3 1:4.9 1:7.4 1.3:1 1:2.3 

hevrolet-C1500—Dodge Neon 1:2.7 1:38 1:2.7 1:2.7 1:2.6 1:2.3 1:2.8 1.5:1 1:2.7 
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Neon, ride height of the pick-up is not enough to over- 
de ar. T ight ren

gate an objec
logy to predict the driver fatality ratio 

 finite element analysis to

e to ease gre  prio rototy - 
nufacturing and physical testing. This method can be uti- 

d fo r c conf ions o 

ehicle 
Aggressivity and Compatibility Research Program,” Pro- 
ceedings of Fi hnical Conference 
on the Enhan e, 13-16 

DOT-VNTSC-NHTSA-98-1, 1998. 

 

s,” SAE Transac- 

cu- 

 Moffatt, “Eliminating Auto- 

 2002. 

In the crash scenario of C y-C1 again odge- 

ri  on top of passenger c he we  diffe ce be-
tween two vehicles results in the deceleration ratios at the 
left and right seats of 1:3.4 and 1:2.3. The average intru-
sion ratios of C1500 against Neon at firewall and A-pillar 
are 1:2.7. The intrusion ratio for the foot-well resulted in 
a value which was not accounted in the average intrusion 
ratio. 

In the virtual crash test of a mid-size car (Ford Taurus) 
crashing against a compact car (Dodge-Neon), the weight 
ratio of these two cars is 1.3:1. The ride height of these 
two cars is almost the same and will not lead to un-
der-ride of Neon into Taurus. The intrusion ratios of 
Taurus against Neon at Firewall, Foot well, and A-Pillar 
are 1:2.2, 1:2.3 and 1:9.4 respectively. Except the A- 
pillar intrusion ratio, the other two ratios resulted in a 
close peak value. From the ratios of intrusions, it can be 
evaluated that DFR of Toyota-Rav4, Chevrolet-C1500 
and Ford-Taurus are 1:1.7, 1:2.7 and 1:2.3 respectively. 

It was observed that the proposed method works dif-
ferently for different vehicle combinations. When the 
three incompatibilities (mass, stiffness and geometric) are 
within the comparable range, the proposed method of 
approach can directly approximate the DFR, but when 
one incompatibility dominates the other, then different 
ratios in proposed methodology will vary. 

4. Conclusions 

The objective of this study was to investi -

 

ti
tive-based methodo
(DFR) using computational
determine key factors which leads to relative risk of fatal 
injuries to occupants of cars during collisions. The key 
factors which result in fatal injuries to the occupants 
were examined. The intrusion in passenger compartment 
based on IIHS guideline, and deceleration experienced 
by the occupants were identified as the main factors 
which lead to fatal injuries. Ratios of these objective 
measures for the bullet and target cars were calculated 
and compared with the statistical DFR for validation. 

It can be concluded that “ratio of intrusion” provides a 
more consistent estimate for the relative risk DFR, espe-
cially when there is no huge difference in stiffness of 
colliding vehicles. Ratio of deceleration provides better 
results when the crash energy is absorbed equally be-
tween cars involved in collision (unit intrusion ratio). 
The presented method has some limitations as a particu-
lar vehicle is utilized to represent its class for the predic-
tion of DFR. However, the strength of the approach is in 
the initial design of each individual vehicle. Utilizing this 
computational method, the relative risk DFR of the vehi-
cle-to-vehicle can be approximately predicted during the 
design stage, and necessary changes to its design can be 

conclude the DFR of a vehicle-to-vehicle in all crash 
modes. Using the methodology here, the triage can be 
conducted in case of any accidents based on the informa-
tion on the vehicles participated in an accident and the 
probability of injury for each vehicle’s occupants. 
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